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Abstract.  Change detection of hyperspectral images is a very important subject in the field of 

remote sensing application. Due to the large number of bands and the high correlation between 

adjacent bands in the hyperspectral image cube, information redundancy is a big problem, 

which increases the computational complexity and brings negative factor to detection 

performance. To address this problem, the principal component analysis (PCA) has been 

widely used for dimension reduction. It has the capability of projecting the original multi-

dimensional hyperspectral data into new eigenvector space which allows it to extract light but 

representative information. The difference image of the PCA components is obtained by 

subtracting the two dimensionality-reduced images, on which the change detection is 

considered as a binary classification problem. The first several principal components of each 

pixel are taken as a feature vector for data classification using k-means clustering with k=2, 

where the two classes are changed pixels and unchanged pixels, respectively. The centroids of 

two clusters are determined by iteratively finding the minimum Euclidean distance between 

pixel’s eigenvectors. Experiments on two publicly available datasets have been carried out and 

evaluated by overall accuracy. The results have validated the efficacy and efficiency of the 

proposed approach.  

1. Introduction 

With the development of remote sensing technology, hyperspectral imaging (HSI) can provide spatial 

and spectral information simultaneously in an image cube. Based on the ordinary 2-D spatial image, 

one additional spectral dimension is added, and the spectral data of each pixel is expanded to 

correspond to a spectral curve. HSI remote sensing has been widely used in many fields, such as 

geological exploration, geological mapping, environmental monitoring, and marine remote sensing et 

al. HSI data has the following characteristics [1]: 

The spectrum has a wide band range and high spectral resolution: The spectral range obtained by 

the spectrometer can be extended from visible light to short infrared wave, and the spectral resolution 

can reach 10 𝒏𝒎. The number of bands of the image cube is up to hundreds, and the response of 

pixels forms a continuous spectral curve under different bands. 
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Detection and identification ability of surface coverage is greatly improved: HSI data can detect 

substances with diagnostic spectral absorption characteristics, and can accurately distinguish the types 

of surface vegetation cover and ground materials, etc. 

There are also many challenges in processing hyperspectral image data. Different from 

multispectral images, hyperspectral images are composed of a large number of bands, and the 

correlation between adjacent bands is very high, resulting in information redundancy. Due to the 

problem of pixel mixing, the traditional image processing methods cannot be applied to hyperspectral 

image data processing. How to process hyperspectral image data efficiently and accurately is a 

challenge to be solved. 

Change detection (CD) in remote sensing uses multi-temporal remote sensing data, uses a variety 

of image processing and pattern recognition methods to extract change information, quantitatively 

analyses and determines the characteristics and process of target change at different times [2]. Change 

detection is also one of the hotspots in the research of remote sensing application methods. The basic 

process of hyperspectral image change detection can be divided into three steps [3]: 1) Image pre-

processing 2) Generate difference map 3) Analysis and evaluation difference diagram. The purpose of 

pre-processing is to make the multi-temporal image completely consistent in the spatial domain and 

spectral domain. The image is registered at the scale level or grey level through the scale invariant 

feature or mutual information feature in the spatial domain [4]. The errors caused by irradiation 

conditions and atmospheric radiation need to be corrected in the spectrum domain [5]. After image 

pre-processing, the key step is to extract and segment the change features in the difference image.  

Based on the analysis of the algorithm, traditional hyperspectral image change detection can be 

divided into three categories. The first is based on Algebraic Operation, including change vector 

analysis (CVA), image difference, image ratio and so on [6]. This kind of method compares pixel by 

pixel and determines whether each pixel is changing through threshold setting. The advantage of this 

kind of method is that it can directly determine the change position without classifying the features 

first, which improves the detection efficiency. The disadvantage is that the result of change detection 

completely depends on the accuracy of radiometric correction and geometric correction. 

The second category is based on Image Transformation, such as independent component analysis 

(ICA), principal component analysis (PCA), multivariate alteration detection (MAD) and so on. The 

principle of these methods is to project or compress the original hyperspectral image data into a new 

feature space and mark the changed pixels. This kind of method can make full use of the spectral 

domain information, but it will destroy the similarity of adjacent pixels and the continuity of adjacent 

bands in the new feature space [7]. 

The third category is for all other algorithms, such as unmixing-based, classification-based, deep-

learning method and so on [8]-[9]. This kind of change detection methods are based on statistical 

features, texture features or spatial structure algorithm. 

    

(a)                 (b)                (c)          (d)             (e) 

Figure 1 shows two hyperspectral datasets for change detection, which were collected from a river 

area in Jiangsu Province, China on May 3 and December 31, 2013. The spectrometer carried on the 

satellite is earth Observing-1 (EO-1) Hyperion, with a spectral range of 0.4-2.5𝝁𝒎. The spectral 

resolution is 10 𝒏𝒎 and the spatial resolution is 30 m. The size of this HSI dataset after geometric 

correction and atmospheric correction is 463 * 241 pixels and has 198 spectral bands respectively [10]. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the Experiment 

dataset (a) River scene on May 3, 

2013(b) River scene on December 31, 

2013. (c) Pseudo-color image at 𝑇1 (d) 

Pseudo-color image at 𝑇2  (e)Ground 

truth change map 
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2. Methodology  

 

Figure 2: General scheme of the proposed PCA based K-Means approach 

Figure 2 shows the general scheme of PCA based on K-means approach. This approach was first 

proposed by Turgay Celik in 2009. The first step is to reduce two input HSI images to the same 

specified dimension k by using PCA, create eigenvector space for 𝑋1 and 𝑋2 respectively. Then create 

feature vector using eigenvector space. Next, the difference image 𝑋𝑑 is obtained by subtracting the 

two dimensionally reduced images. Finally, the feature vector in 𝑋𝑑 was divided into two clusters by 

K-means clustering. The minimum Euclidean distance is used to calculate the distance between each 

pixel and the centroid of two clusters, all pixels are assigned to two clusters to obtain the change map.  

PCA is a traditional feature extraction algorithm, which aims to find the orthogonal projection 

space with the largest variance. When projected into the new space, the correlation between features 

will be eliminated, and all information will be concentrated in a few top bands, to realize information 

extraction and dimensionality reduction. Perform PCA processing on the two images separately, which 

can effectively retain the feature information of the original image. Assume two HSI cubes 𝑋1 and 

𝑋2 have p continuous bands at 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 respectively. The covariance matrix of 𝑋1 is given by: 

 ∑ =
1

𝑛−1
𝑋1𝑋1                                                                                                        

𝑇          1 (1) 

The projection matrix of PCA is mainly calculated by the following eigenvalue decomposition: 

∑ 𝑊1 = 𝛬1𝑊11                                                                                     (2) 

∑1  is Image covariance matrix, 𝑊1  is the corresponding eigenvector matrix, 𝛬1 is the diagonal 

matrix of eigenvalues, arranged from large to small according to eigenvalues. Select the largest K of 

eigenvalues as principal component. Then, the corresponding K eigenvectors are used as row vectors 

to form the eigenvector matrix 𝑃1.  

Convert the matrix 𝑃1 into the new space constructed by K eigenvectors, can obtain the objection 

matrix in eigenvector space which reduced to K dimension, that is: 

𝑌1 = 𝑃1𝑋1                                                                             (3) 

Similarly, by extracting the largest K eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 𝑋2, created the reduced-

dimensional objection matrix in eigenvector space: 
 

𝑌2 = 𝑃2𝑋2                                                                             (4) 

 

          

Figure 3: Top 5 principal components of 

image 𝑇1: (a) First PC, (b) Second PC, (c) 

Third PC, (d) Fourth PC, (e) Fifth PC  

(a)               (b)             (c)            (d)             (e) 
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Table 1: Cumulative proportion of Top five principal components 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 

𝑻𝟏 0.9190 0.9679 0.9895 0.9924 0.9946 

𝑻𝟐 0.9212 0.9647 0.9842 0.9895 0.9914 

      

(a)             (b)             (c)            (d)            (e) 

PCA dimensionality reduction is performed on two input HSI cubes X1 and X2 respectively. The 

reason for taking the top five principal components is to extract the least eigenvalues on the basis of 

retaining the largest original information and ensure both input images can retain at least 99% feature 

information. After PCA dimensionality reduction, 99.46% of the components can be retained for 

image 𝑇1 and 99.14% for 𝑇2. The first five Principal components’ grayscale images on each dimension 

were shown in figures 3 and figure 4. And the cumulative proportion of the first five PCs were 

recorded in Table 1. The difference image 𝑋𝑑 is obtained by absolute-valued intensity values of these 

two input image cubes. Next, use K-Means clustering method to segment 𝑋𝑑 to obtain the change map. 

𝑋𝑑 = |𝑌2 − 𝑌1|                                                                          (5) 

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method, which divides the data into different classes or 

clusters through iteration, so that the similarity between the data in the same cluster and the difference 

between different clusters are as large as possible [11]. Clustering algorithm is a common method in 

the change information segmentation step of hyperspectral remote sensing image change detection. 

The common clustering method is K-means clustering. 

Assume a sample set containing m samples in 𝑋𝑑 = {𝑥1⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 𝑥2⃗⃗⃗⃗ , … . 𝑥𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗}, two clusters can be obtained 

by K-means clustering 𝐶 = {𝐶1, 𝐶2}. The centroid of cluster 𝐶𝑖 is 𝜇𝑖 =
1

𝐶
∑𝑥 . The pixels in the first 

cluster represent the changes region in the difference image 𝑋𝑑 , the other cluster represents the non-

changed region [12]. The goal of K-means clustering is to find the minimum square difference 

between the eigenvectors and the centroid through Euclidean distance iteration. 

𝐸 = ∑ ∑ ||𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖||2
2

𝑥 ∈𝐶𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1                                                            (6) 

3. Experiment Results  

3.1 Algorithm Evaluation 

The pixels in the difference image are binary clustered. The changed pixel is replaced by 1 and the 

unchanged pixel is replaced by 0 to generate a binary change map Ω. 

                                                                    1 Changed pixels (Cluster 1) 

Ω (i, j) =                                                                                                   (7) 

                                                                    0 Non-changed pixels (Cluster 2) 

Figure 4: Top 5 principal components of 

image 𝑇2: (a) First PC, (b) Second PC, (c) 

Third PC, (d) Fourth PC, (e) Fifth PC 
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By comparing Ω with the reference image GT, we can calculate the overall accuracy as follows, 

where Nc and N denote respectively the number of the matched pixels and the overall image pixels: 

ACC= 
𝑁𝑐

𝑁
      (8) 

3.2 Results comparison 

       

(a)           (b)              (c)             (d)             (e)                (f)                (g) 

Figure 5: Change map results of river dataset: (a) Difference, (b) Ratio, (c) CVA, (d)PCA based 

OTSU, (e) K-Means, (f) PCA based K-Means, (g) Ground truth 

OTSU algorithm divides pixels in difference image into background and foreground, the changed 

pixels are the foreground, and the unchanged pixels are the background, calculated the threshold when 

the variance between background and foreground is the largest [13]. Five comparison different feature 

extraction algorithms were used to get the difference matrix, and then use OTSU threshold 

segmentation method to get the final change map. Binary change map results of all algorithms were 

shown in Figure 5. The purpose of experiments (d) and (f) were tested the comparison overall 

accuracy results of these two threshold segmentation methods: OTSU and K-Means. Experiments (e) 

and (f) were compared the overall accuracy results by using PCA based K-Means with the method of 

using K-Means directly on the original difference image. The overall accuracy results of all algorithms 

used in experiment 1 were listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Overall accuracy of experiment 1 

 Difference CVA Ratio PCA OTSU K-Means PCA K-Means 

Overall Accuracy 0.8027 0.7115 0.5679 0.8240 0.9209 0.9419 

Compared with three conventional algorithms: Difference, CVA and Ratio. The algorithm based on 

PCA gave a good performance is this experiment. The overall accuracy of PCA based on OTSU and 

k-means algorithms can reach 82.10% and 94.19% respectively. The overall accuracy obtained by 

using the K-Means clustering algorithm directly on the original difference image in experiment (e) is 

92.09%. The overall accuracy of change detection algorithm based PCA is much higher than the other 

algorithms. This is because when extracting the PCs of the input image, the correlation between each 

band of the HSI was destroyed, the invalid band and features were eliminated in difference image and 

the characteristics of the original information were well preserved.  

       

(a)         (b)          (c)         (d)          (e)            (f)         (g) 

Figure 6: Change map results of the Yancheng dataset: (a) Difference, (b) Ratio, (c) CVA, (d)PCA 

based OTSU, (e) K-Means, (f) PCA based K-Means, (g) Ground truth 
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Table 3: Overall accuracy of Experiment 2 

 Difference CVA Ratio PCA OTSU K-Means PCA K-Means 

Overall Accuracy 0.8127 0.7962 0.7331 0.8608 0.8203 0.8785 

The validation experiment was carried out on the China farmland dataset. The bitemporal images 

were collected in Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, China on May 3, 2006 and April 23, 2007, 

respectively [14]. The HSI cube consists of 420 * 140 pixels and 154 bands. Binary change map 

results of all algorithms used in experiment were shown in Figure 6. The change detection algorithm 

of PCA based K-means still has good detection effect compared with other conventional algorithms, 

the overall accuracy is 87.85%, outperforming all others as shown in Table 3. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, introduced the change detection algorithm of hyperspectral image using Principal 

components analysis based on K-Means. PCA can well reduce the dimension of the original image 

cube and retain the effective features. K-means clustering calculates the minimum Euclidean distance 

of all pixels by iterative method and divides the feature information into changed region and non-

changed region. Compared experimental results on two publicly available datasets to demonstrated 

that PCA based K-Means HSI change detection algorithm had the best detection performance than 

other conventional methods, which giving higher overall accuracy. 
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